I. The LAMMPS script for calculating thermal and mechanical properties of Gr
ke all ke/atom variable temp atom c_ke*${eV2J}/(1.5*${kB}) #### T variable tempatom atom c_ke*${eV2J}*2/3/${kB} velocity between create ${T} 3$n16$n8 mom yes rot yes dist gaussian min_style cg minimize 1e-25 1e-25 5000 10000 fix 111 between nvt temp ${T} ${T} 0.05 timestep ${dt} thermo 10000 thermo_modify lost warn run 1000000 write_restart $nrestart.1 unfix 111 fix nve between nve run 1000000 write_restart $nrestart.2 unfix nve fix 1 between nve compute cc1 between chunk/atom bin/1d x lower 0.02 units reduced fix cc1 between ave/chunk 10 100000 1000000 cc1 v_temp file $ntemp.profile1 ave running fix hot all langevin ${th} ${th} 0.025 59$n80$n4 tally yes fix cold all langevin ${tl} ${tl} 0.025 2$n859$n2 tally yes fix_modify hot temp Thot fix_modify cold temp Tcold run 2000000 unfix cc1 unfix hot unfix cold unfix 1 write_restart $nrestart.data reset_timestep 0 fix 1 between nve fix hot all langevin ${th} ${th} 0.025 59$n80$n4 tally yes fix cold all langevin ${tl} ${tl} 0.025 2$n859$n2 tally yes fix_modify hot temp Thot fix_modify cold temp Tcold compute cc2 between chunk/atom bin/1d x lower 0.02 units reduced fix cc2 between ave/chunk 10 100000 1000000 cc2 v_temp file $ntemp.profile2 ave running fix e_exchange all ave/time 100000 1 100000 f_hot f_cold file $ne_exchange.dat run 20000000 Figure S1 . The measured value of TC with respect to simulation time during steady-state simulation.
II. The measured value of TC during steady-state simulation

